Business Backup
& Permission Based Access
Essentially, we want to encourage people to store
all their documents online, meaning your laptops
and desktops become slaves of the cloud. This
will minimise data lose. Each user that we create
can also have their own private briefcase, meaning
everything can be stored on the cloud thus
minimising local data loss. Each personal private
briefcase cannot be accessed by other users, whilst
the team / public area can be assessed as long as
the user has permission to do so.
Each setup / user will also give you unlimited
backup for all user’s local data to prevent data loss
from fire, theft or equipment failure.

Remember this can be installed on multiple
machines, so if users use more than one desktop /
laptop, then they aren't reliant on one computer.
However, the main advantage is all files update
immediately no matter which location you are at,
meaning everyone sees changes quickly and easily.
It also means you are data compliant, as Livedrive
stores the data encrypted on the hard drive in a
different way to drop box. It means that for file
retention you are not reliant on computers or users
as it is all stored in the cloud. Essential for Data
Purposes, ISO’s and perhaps the Data Protection
you have been looking into.

Livedrive also has an external backup solution, which comes as standard on the commercial product: Listed below are the main features that (OUR) Livedrive gives you:
✓ Unlimited Backup space.
✓ U
 nlimited Machines at your location can
backup to the remote server (We sell the
license to you, not the computer)
✓ E
 ncrypted Offsite Backup to a Secure
Data Centre in London - meaning if your
home gets broken into to all of your files,
pictures and music are recoverable.
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✓ C
 heckpoint Backup for 30 days. This
means that if you changed a file 2
weeks ago and lost changes within that
document you can recover the old data
within 30 days.
✓ W
 eb Portal Access: So you can access
your files securely from any computer.
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